**EASY KIDS BIKE SHORTS**

- Cut out pattern and tape together at dotted line
- Cut two pieces: Left and Right side; flip template for Right side
- Optional: serge or zig zag raw edges
- Left inseam: sew A to A using 1/4 inch seam allowance
- Right inseam: sew A to A using 1/4 inch seam allowance
- You should now have two tubes
- Turn one tube inside out, place other tube inside right sides together
- Rise: Line up inseams and pin B together
- Start at the front and sew around B, ending at the back
- Turn down C 1 inch and press
- Sew waist leaving an opening for elastic
- Thread 3/4 inch elastic the size of your child's waist
- Sew elastic ends together and close waist

*This template is sized approximately for 5T - 6.*
*Sizing on your child may be different.*
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template continued on next page
Easy Kids Bike Shorts

• Cut out pattern and tape together at dotted line
• Cut two pieces: Left and Right side; flip template for Right side
• Optional: serge or zig zag raw edges
• Left inseam: sew A to A using 1/4 inch seam allowance
• Right inseam: sew A to A using 1/4 inch seam allowance
• You should now have two tubes
• Turn one tube inside out, place other tube inside right sides together
• Rise: Line up inseams and pin B together
• Start at the front and sew around B, ending at the back
• Turn down C 1 inch and press
• Sew waist leaving an opening for elastic
• Thread 3/4 inch elastic the size of your child's waist
• Sew elastic ends together and close waist

This template is sized approximately for 5T - 6.
Sizing on your child may be different.
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[Diagram of pattern pieces A, B, and C with instructions for placement and assembly.]